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A MESSAGE FROM THE COMPANY PRESIDENT AND CEO 

It has been a very trying year for all of us.  Covid-19 has inflicted disruptions to not only our employees and contractors 

but as well our manufacturing supply chain. 

We are pleased that none of our immediate workforce has succumbed to the virus but it has affected our day to day 

operations with the disruption and dislocation that has affected everyone. 

During this time of the Great Pandemic, we have continued to pursue innovation and advancement of our product lines.  

We are excited that we have been able to considerably advance our technology.  Achieving substantial advances in our 

electronics and components.   

Shortages of critical components due to staffing and operational disruptions in our supply chain have not only caused 

delays in our own production but throughout the electronics manufacturing space. 

The company is very excited about the next 12 months as we begin to enter full operations on all fronts.  Our team is 

back to work and we are now not being delayed by supply chain interruptions.   

Our products are now being prepared for credit and debit card brand testing and licensing.  Once through the process 

we will be able to have any Bank in the World buy our cards and have them work across the global payment’s networks. 

We do not expect any further delays due to the Pandemic.  Our workplace team of engineers and information 

technology scientists are now at full strength and able to work fully, remotely.   

As an historic background.  SmartMetric started working on creating a fingerprint scanner that fits inside a credit card 

over 20 years ago.  The company’s first functioning prototype was more than 2 inches thick.  It has taken us literally 

years of research and development to create what we believe is the most advanced biometric credit card product in the 

World.  That fits inside a standard sized credit card. 

We will be showcasing up to five (5) new biometric card products over the next few months.  This is an exciting time for 

the company after all these years of research and development.  

For those who have lost loved ones, we give our heartfelt condolences.  For us who have survived we are blessed.  Our 

good fortune will only propel us with greater energy, to achieve amazing results in our field of biometrics.  

All of us at SmartMetric wish everyone a safe successful time ahead.   

 

Regards to all, 

Chaya Hendrick 

President & CEO 

SmartMetric, Inc. 

 


